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Micro Mobility Systems Micro Black (SA0034)  
 

No more chance to keep up with the kids
on their micros? The desire for convenient
and easy mobility? We have the solution:
The Scooter Micro Black! Specially
designed for the demands of adults, this
scooter with its extra-large wheels is
ideally suited to cover longer distances
comfortably and quickly. The footboard
hangs slightly lower, ensuring an
ergonomic and comfortable posture. With
its elegant look, it is the perfect companion
on campus, in the city or wherever it is
needed.

 CHF 199.00  
      

      

Just like the micro scooter white, the micro scooter black accompanies you everywhere! Thanks to its
extra-large 200 mm wheels, a particularly pleasant ride is ensured, even over longer distances. The low-
hanging footboard provides additional comfort and ensures an ergonomic posture. The adult design
impresses with elegance and quality. Move faster to see more of the city, or simply as a means of
transportation on your way to work, the micro scooter black is your ideal companion

This scooter has a device for the carrying strap
Multi-mount clip - the multi-mount clip ensures easy attachment of the handles during carrying
Plastic handlebar guide - thanks to the special plastic handlebar guide, it is possible to adjust the
handlebar easily and smoothly, without the aluminum rubbing against each other and seizing up
High End Wheels - The extra large 200 mm PU wheels are made of high quality PU.
Low hanging footboard - due to the low hanging deck, you ride in an ergonomic posture.
Convenient Folding Mechanism - Patented folding mechanism for the best possible safety.
Innovative kick stand - innovative kick stand - folds away to the front and back - for effortless
parking of the scooter.

Load capacity: 100kg
Type of wheels: 200mm PU
Flooring: Asphalt
Weight: 4,9 kg
Foldable: Yes
Handlebar height 1: 72cm
Handlebar height 2: 102cm
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